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Abstract - Online courses in engineering, technology and natural sciences in most parts of the world suffer from the lack of practical hands-on experimentation as an integral part of the curriculum being provided. The use of virtual labs and equipment facilitates active online learning. This meets habits of today's students who are always online and serves to fully engage them in STEM learning. This paper discusses the challenges and prospects of implementing simulation-based adjustable online learning activities, v-labs and comprehensive e-learning environments for teaching subjects, such as energy efficiency, renewable energy sources, thermodynamics, materials science, and some others to diverse cohorts of students from different parts of the world. The virtual labs were integrated with various online courses, including massive open online courses (MOOC) platforms. The use of these tools results in deeper understanding and transferable knowledge and skills for the learners.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, online courses in natural sciences, engineering, and technology offered by many colleges and universities around the world lack hands-on practice that is an essential part of any conventional science or engineering curricula. In addition, requirements for engineering education have changed dramatically following an ongoing integration of information technology and networking in production technology and everyday life. Laboratory experiences should be available for a greater number of students in engineering education, especially, when the number of students is ever more on the increase.

This paper presents an innovative e-learning environment built primarily around a virtual energy efficient house (v-EEH) [1], virtual X-Ray Laboratory (v-XRLab) [2, 3] and online educational modules focused on vehicle engines and power plants [3]. Interactive virtual laboratories (v-Labs) can partially substitute actual equipment and facilitate authentic online experimentation. V-Labs can also supplement and extend physical labs, prepare students to hands-on practice and address some educational drawbacks and limitations of real equipment.

Interactive virtual equipment has the potential to address the problem of limited availability of actual modern research and production equipment for the vast majority of students due to their extremely high cost and uniqueness. Additionally, advanced research equipment is typically fully computerized with most tasks (except sample preparation and installation), which are executed routinely without user involvement. Procedures such as equipment calibration, data collection, data handling and interpretation that directly impact experimental results are performed automatically. While this provides enormous benefits for researchers, it also creates a number of substantial educational shortcomings.

Potentially, V-Labs can overcome the above-mentioned problems and to transform “e-learning by reading and watching” into a more effective “e-learning by doing”. The system design adapts and integrates cognitive information processing, systems analysis, and adult learning theories, and meets learning habits of today’s students. Students acquire new knowledge while mastering complex operational and maintenance skills. According to contextual learning theory, learning skills and acquiring knowledge "in context" is the most efficient learning strategy [4].

Though there is an abundance of available interactive online resources, they are generally not flexible and customizable and cannot be tailored to a specific course, learning objectives, student levels and backgrounds, etc.

The proposed e-learning environments are based on constructivist and experiential learning theory [4-6]. They are made up of a set of interactive online modules and v-Labs. They include online lessons, assessments, a glossary, and supporting
materials. Each of these v-labs has a flexible multi-layered and open-ended architecture. All learning and teaching resources are based on the uniform constructivist pedagogical approach and conceptually organized in such a way that they complement each other and enable students to tackle a learning subject from several directions.

II. RESOURCES

Highly interactive simulations form pillars of the described cloud-based e-learning environment. Each simulation incorporates a solid science/math model that accurately reproduces a design and operation of actual devices/systems, natural processes, or learning situations. Simulations facilitate online experimentation and exploration and enable learners to explore links between fundamental principles and their practical applications.

Simulations are key components of Guided Virtual Assignments (GVAs) (or Virtual Experiments - VEs), each of which is an integrated self-directed learning (or training) unit designed to achieve particular learning or training objectives. In addition to a main simulation, a GVA (Fig. 1) includes a step-by-step performance instruction, optional worksheet and task related documentation, links to databases, as well as an embedded assessment and associated multimedia learning resources for just-in-time learning. A GVA may also include synchronized auxiliary simulations that extend the functionality of the main simulation (e.g. visualize hidden processes or explore phenomena from different perspectives). Simulations can exchange data and be synchronized with each other. The student is expected to follow a thorough set of step-by-step instructions to accomplish an educational assignment.

The GVA framework can incorporate third-party simulations and other multimedia resources. GVA’s could also be easily integrated with various offline and online courses including those delivered via MOOC (massive open online course) platforms and organizational LMS. The complimentary authoring tool enables an instructor to tailor an online activity to specific learning objectives, students’ levels and backgrounds.

Simulation-based online modules can run in four different modes:

- **In Tutorial mode**, which introduces students to the major processes and equipment design and operation.
- **In Practice mode** where students, following scenario and step-by-step instruction, perform interactive virtual assignments that perfectly mirror common workplace tasks.
- **In Assessment mode**, where performance-based and sequential tests provide faculty with reliable data on student skills and understanding and help students self-evaluate their knowledge and progress.
- **Interactive Manual mode**, which involves sequentially visualizing procedures and steps demonstrating how to perform them to accomplish a required task.

Below, we will illustrate the implementation of the concept of Interactive and Adjustable Cloud-based e-Learning Tools and discuss its merits and shortcomings.

III. VIRTUAL ENERGY EFFICIENT HOUSE

Interactive Energy Efficient House (Fig. 2) is an integrated simulation-based reconfigurable educational environment designed to enable a wide range of users, including secondary and higher education students and general public, to explore energy consumption by major home systems and appliances, get familiar with the domestic use of renewable energy sources, and adapt an energy-responsible behavior.

It is aimed at helping students study underlying fundamental principles and related STEM subjects, as well as enhancing the understanding of technical concepts and the economic aspects of using energy efficient devices and techniques.

The virtual house, which is a core component of the e-learning environment, represents a typical US residential house and incorporates all major domestic systems, home appliances, energy sources, etc. The environment also includes Authoring Tools, Learning Management System (LMS), supplemental resources, and cyberinfrastructure.

![Fig. 2. Diagram of systems and tools associated with v-EEH.](image)

Users can customize the virtual house by selecting various home appliances, lights, solar panels, heaters or air conditioners, etc. Parameters of subsystems and objects can be varied as well (Fig. 4).
A. Blended (or Hybrid) Laboratories

A blended (or hybrid) laboratory (Fig. 5) synergizes learning effect of hands-on and online experimentation. In technical training, the combination of hands-on laboratory practice with realistic visualization and interactive online exploration helps connect the development of practical skills with deep understanding of underlying scientific and engineering concepts.

The v-EEH can be connected with real physical sensors. Fig. 4 illustrates how v-EEH parameters such as temperature, humidity and other ambient conditions (such as time of day, sun angle, weather conditions, etc.) may be acquired via real-time data acquisition using low-cost readily available Raspberry Pi and/or Arduino microprocessor/microcontroller platforms and similarly inexpensive sensors. The virtual environment may be synchronized with real-world measured data. Additionally, using a typical smartphone and an app one may control the virtual home appliances and residence HVAC systems and observe the results of these actions. This type of virtual environment combined with real sensors, wireless communications links, and computing/control platforms provides an example of Internet of Things (IoT) technology. IoT technology is multi-inter-disciplinary in nature and can be utilized in almost any STEM area thus opening up a wealth of possible scenarios using the v-EEH.

Fig. 3. The set of simulations modeling solar heating and photo-voltaic (PV) systems. Students can change many parameters of the simulations and explore how solar irradiation and efficiency of the systems depends on seasons and daytime, geographical location, house and panel orientation, weather conditions and some other factors. It is possible to switch between fixed tilt and auto (sun-tracking) PV systems. Auxiliary simulations (shown in the left) imitate the basic processes in semiconductors responsible for converting light energy into electricity, which enable students to study photovoltaic effect in semiconductors and explore factors affecting the efficiency of PV panels.

Fig. 4. V-EEH connected with physical sensors. A smartphone through the IoT technology is used to control v-EEH systems and appliances.

Fig. 5. Blended experiment in which students measure time and energy needed to boil a type of liquid (right) using cooking pots of different sizes, shapes, and made of various materials. In the course of the experiment the ratio of diameters of pots and cooktop burners could be changed as well. The identical experiment is performed online in the v-EEH kitchen (left). Auxiliary simulation (top left) synchronized with the virtual pot dynamically visualizes processes occurring at the microscopic level.

Students observe dynamics of molecular movements and their interactions, collect and analyze measured data. This provides information for evaluating and discussing merits and demerits of different math/science models, as well as factors that impact the process and their contribution to simulated data. Initially designed as an engaging assignment for secondary school students, the experiment turned out to be very useful for undergraduate classes as well.
B. Gamified Virtual Kitchen

This Virtual Kitchen helps students study in a highly interactive and gamified manner and gain better understanding of STEM principles and laws relevant to kitchen appliances, cooking, and cookware. Employing a cross-disciplinary approach and a strong connection of the learning context with students’ everyday experience helps them to acquire knowledge and skills applicable to solving real life problems.

![Image of a smartphone with a virtual kitchen app]

Fig. 6 The gamified 3D version of the virtual kitchen running on a smartphone.

Students can not only navigate through the kitchen, but they also explore the design and operations of home appliances and study underlying fundamental principles, as well as learn about energy efficient cooking technologies. An avatar provides the students with instant feedback, comments and asks questions.

Students have the option to replace conventional appliances with certified energy efficient ones and observe how these replacements affect energy use and the utility bill. Simulations make it possible to visualize the cooking processes and processes responsible for appliances operation and to study related physical, chemical and other phenomena of interest.

Virtual reality (VR) kitchen for smartphones installed on a VR headset provides learners with excitement and virtual reality learning experience.

IV. MULTIFUNCTIONAL VIRTUAL X-RAY LABORATORY

The virtual X-Ray Laboratory (v-XRLab) has been developed to address such major challenges, as the limited availability of contemporary complex and expensive equipment for educational purposes. Even when accessible, x-ray equipment, due to its full computerized nature and setup, executes most tasks without students' participation. This results in the lack of understanding of equipment operational principles and factors affecting data accuracy. Consequently, students often cannot correctly estimate reliability of the results and method limitations. Equipment for educational purposes. Even when accessible, x-ray equipment, due to its full computerized nature and setup, executes most tasks without students' participation. This results in the lack of understanding of equipment operational principles and factors affecting data accuracy. Consequently, students often cannot correctly estimate reliability of the results and method limitations.

The described v-XRLab [3] enables undergraduate and graduate students to perform authentic experiments online, using fully functional virtual replicas of actual X-ray diffractometers. It helps learners to: (i) become familiar with nondestructive research and testing methods widely used in science and industry, (ii) explore the design and operation of X-Ray equipment and its major parts, and (iii) learn underlying scientific and engineering principles and laws. XRLab includes educational analytical and modeling software as well.

![Image of a virtual X-Ray diffraction lab]

Fig. 7. Virtual X-Ray Diffraction Lab. Students are able to become familiar with design and functionality of an XRD powder diffractometer (top middle), inspect its essential parts inside out and explore underlying science/engineering principles. The student has to select and install a sample, set up scanning parameters and begin scanning. He/she can also peep under a hood and watch either the dynamically displayed goniometer status (middle right) or Bragg-Brentano diagram (left panel, bottom right). The right panel (bottom right) shows the scattering X-ray pattern being recorded. The instructional panel below the simulation displays step-by-step experiment instructions for the student. The built-in utility allows the student to manually measure peaks positions and intensities and compare patterns. The auxiliary simulation visualizes how X-Ray beams interact with a crystal lattice and form diffraction peaks (bottom left). Top left screenshot illustrates how v-XRLab is integrated into the massive open online course (MOOC) developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Prof. M. Cima and running on edX platform.

Through on-line and blended activities, students gain practical skills required for conducting actual experiments, mastering skills to collect, analyze and interpret experimental data, and examine the factors affecting data accuracy.

The v-XRLab includes simulations, an open library of samples, and expandable sets of online experiments. It also contains supplementary educational resources, authoring tools, and associated cyberinfrastructure. Highly interactive simulations authentically reproduce equipment design and operation and realistically model relevant physical processes.

V. ENGINES AND POWER PLANTS

The set of v-Labs “Engines and Power Plants” enables students to learn the design and operations of a turbine, diesel and internal combustion, investigate their operation cycle and study the underlying thermodynamics laws and engineering principles.
VI. APPLICATION OF E-LEARNING TOOLS

Multiple combined and synchronized presentation modes link realistically looking devices/equipment, gauges and processes with abstract engineering diagrams and mathematical plots. This helps learners comprehend interconnection between fundamental science and engineering principles and their practical applications. The virtual labs and e-learning environments have been used at two-year and four-year colleges and universities as follows:

1. As the only tools for practice on the relevant subjects for students enrolled in large-scale lecture classes and in distance learning courses;
2. For preparing students for hands-on practice in actual laboratories;
3. For performance-based assessment of students’ ability to operate the equipment and apply gained knowledge for solving practical tasks;
4. For lecture demonstrations;
5. In conjunction with real equipment as an interactive manual and for hybrid experimentation.

Cloud-based and browser accessible v-Labs are not resource-hungry. Offline versions are available as well. The online guidelines help instructors integrate v-Labs into their existing and new curricula.

VII. USER FEEDBACK

A. Prospects: Students feedback and Assessment

Some of the requirements for engineering education have changed dramatically following an ongoing integration of information technology and networking of processes and machines in production technology. The ability to visualize data obtained from experiments and to replicate appliances has not only increased access, but also has facilitated access to vast amount of knowledge, whilst at the same time, increasing the skills of learners engaged in science and engineering education. The use of e-learning tools combined with mobiles and fast internet services has continued to contribute to increased pace of development.

Student assessments of the online assignments using current interactive and adjustable cloud-based e-Learning Tools reveal that this e-learning tool provides excellent process visualization accompanied by a good equipment and method overview. This has helped students to develop a deep conceptual understanding. Students also noted that the software is user-friendly and very easy to work with. Students appreciated being able to perform assignments from home at their own pace at a convenient time. This helped them master operational and maintenance skills online and prepared them for more efficient performance of a similar task in the actual x-ray laboratory.

Students also pointed out that the combination of interactive simulations with synchronized online multimedia resources associated with experiments enabled them to perform experimental tasks faster and more meaningfully. Students were interested in the opportunity provided by the cyberinfrastructure, in which cloud-based v-Labs enable the communication with their peers from other schools and even from different countries.

B. Provision, Flexibility and Interaction

According to faculty feedback, v-Labs and relevant simulations allowed them to substantially broaden their instructional palette, create educational content of a greater quality and meaning, and enhance their teaching efficacy. Instructors appreciated the opportunity to adjust exercises and challenge students with practical assignments that otherwise were difficult or even impossible to offer due to the lack of time for hands-on practice and unavailable physical equipment. It also became possible to expand the tasks of experiments.

The modeling tools enabled instructors to prepare samples for X-Ray experiments with tailored characteristics for examination of different residual stresses, textures, and crystallite sizes, offering a larger selection of crystal structures and compositions for investigation.

Faculty who taught specific crystallography courses discovered that deep exploration of design, purpose, and operation of the essential diffractometer components, such as X-ray sources, monochromators, slits, filters, detectors, etc. allowed students to better understand the impact of the scanning parameters and geometry on the positions, intensities, and shapes of the reflexes on the XRD patterns. The students were much better at evaluating the reliability and accuracy of
measured x-ray diffraction data and hence the experimental results. These instructors were also able to offer students assignments that required instant equipment reconfiguration (e.g. “replacing/changing” X-ray tubes, monochromators and detectors) and comparison of data obtained at different experiment conditions.

The authoring toolkit was helpful in personalizing learning assignments and tailoring them to student backgrounds and specific educational goals and course content.

The embedded LCMS (learning/content management system) provided the option of splitting students into small collaborative groups, creating and assigning a separate task for each group or even for each individual student, and keeping track of student performance.

Based on student feedback and faculty observations, virtual experimentation enhanced students’ confidence and fostered their self-reliant research capacity. They also helped students to bridge the gap between theoretical knowledge and practical application to analyzing and comparing diffraction data.

VIII. WORK IN PROGRESS

Currently, the virtual v-EEH environment is being modified by faculty of the Open University of Tanzania (OUT) to fit specific African realities including available renewable energy sources and clean cooking techniques.

Online virtual equipment and other interactive e-learning resources are also adjusted to specific requirements of MOOCAfrica and to curricula taught at African schools and universities. The revisions are aimed to help Tanzanian students and students from neighboring and other countries in the African continent to acquire knowledge and skills demanded at local job markets. The goal is to contribute to sustainable socio-economic development through digital delivery strategies, as well as to promote efficient energy technologies and sources for African households, agriculture and food.

IX. CONCLUSION

The availability and implementation of interactive and adjustable cloud-based e-Learning Tools in engineering education has been greeted with warm embrace and enthusiasm by both students and teachers including employees and employers. However, this has brought some challenges, which need to be considered and addressed robustly through the development and adoption of policies and the deployment of appropriate resources to meet the needs of the various communities of practice. Among outstanding challenges of the field is, for example, a large gap between technology-enabled opportunities in education, conventional pedagogy, and approaches to comprehensively evaluate effects of virtual education on the learning process.

Another issue is related to rapid changes in software/hardware, computer platforms, etc., to which all v-Lab resources and designed environments have to be quickly adapted. With this in mind and to be in line with the growing trend of the majority of students move from PC to mobile, the described virtual laboratories are portable and can run plugin-free on PC, Mac, iPad/iPhone and Android tablets and smartphones under all major web browsers.

After performing virtual experiments and studying the relevant science/engineering subjects using multimedia resources embedded into v-Labs for just-in-time learning, the students felt much more confident and comfortable performing hands-on laboratory assignments. The use of the renewable energy lab by both undergraduate and graduate students at Ulster University (Northern Ireland, UK) has been found quite useful by both students and industrial partners who have observed real research problems successfully tackled through the use of v-Labs. The deployment of virtual biomanufacturing laboratories at Quincy College (MA, USA) for training two-year college students and biopharma employees enrolled in professional development programs made them comfortable to perform actual laboratory tasks and enabled faculty to cut conventional hands-on training time by up to 40%. We have also observed that students who performed online tasks prior to in-class sessions were participating in discussions at higher levels of understanding the content than their peers who have not been engaged in the online activities.

We conclude that the availability of these interactive and adjustable cloud-based e-Learning tools in engineering education and practice has opened doors to opportunities which have yet to be envisioned. Some of the challenges centering on development of appropriate pedagogy and determination of correct roll-out strategy are yet to be fully explored. The issue of cost in terms of money and time as well as support for learners most of whom are engaged in flexible and independent learning also need to be looked at and catered for adequately. With rapidly advancing technology in the era of globalization the implementation of virtual educational resources may catalyze a paradigm shift in low cost, high efficiency, quickly adaptable and assessable education and professional development aimed at improving quality of lives of individuals and society. With the right policy, engagement and investment, the use of these tools can contribute to sustainable development and unprecedented economic growth.
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